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Dear families,
I hope you enjoyed the student takeover of the Beacon last week. It is so refreshing to hear their voices and opinions so eloquently articulated on such a
wide range of issues. We will continue
to organise student-led Beacons each
term.
This week we have hosted National Reference Tests for selected year 11 students. These tests are a requirement of
the Department of Education and they
give a benchmark for the DfE in measuring student achievement. Even
though the students get no feedback or
accreditation the students treated them
respectfully. The administrator wrote to
us afterwards and said, “both the English
students on Wednesday & the Maths students earlier today, were a credit to Beacon High. They knew they'd get no tangible outcome from this exam yet they didn't complain & took it as seriously as if
they were the real GCSEs. My impression
of both sets of students was that they are
mature & ambitious. If that's a reflection
of your school's ethos, they've taken it to
heart. If they maintain that mindset over
the next few weeks & months, their prospects for the real GCSEs should be very
bright.” So, on behalf of the GCSE students
and schools across the country, well done
Year 11. We know how fantastic our students are and it is nice to see external
organisations recognise this.
Year 11 have also been focusing hard
on their assessments. The Food Technology practicals have been stunning.
Every time I went to see what the students were producing it was like an episode of Masterchef. Well done again to
our students for the dedication and
commitment to their GCSEs.
Finally, I would like to forewarn parents
that in September we will be moving
to a cashless catering system. Students will no longer be able to top
up their cards with cash; they will
have to download the school gateway app and top up electronically.
I will continue to communicate
this to families across this term
so that there is no surprise in
the Autumn Term. Thank you
for your cooperation.
Yours sincerely

Friday 7th May 2021

YEAR 11 MASTERCHEFS
A big well done and congratulations to
all students who have completed their
practical assessment in food technology. You have done yourselves and us
proud. From Ms Simons and Ms Andrews

YEAR 7 REMINDER - ANCESTORS UNKNOWN
Ancestors Unknown workshop
When - Every Monday 3.10 4pm
Where - Y73
Who - Ms Sharifi and Mr
McDonnell
This week we will be hearing
from
Ancestors
Unknown
founder Dana Saxon, who will
be explaining how to research
our own family trees.
All year 7 students are welcome, you just need parental
permission

YEAR 11 NEXT STEPS
Interested in a career in film and television? There are still places for Year 12
available for September at London Screen
Academy based near Highbury Fields.
Watch here for more information.

ART OF THE WEEK
Oil pastel resist drawings Year 10

YEAR 11 TEACHER ASSESSED GRADES (TAGS) - CENTRE POLICY AND INFORMATION
You can find the updated information about TAGs on our website: https://
www.beaconhigh.org/983/year-11 You will find our Centre Policy for Teachers
Assessed Grades for summer 2021 via this link. This includes information about
the roles and responsibilities, processes and procedures in place to support your
child and their awarded grades this summer. We have also attached a copy of
'Guidance for students, parents and guardians: GCSEs and AS/A Levels in England' by JCQ on our website. This includes further information about the process.
We include an infographic below that outlines the process.
The purpose of our Centre Policy is:



To ensure that teacher assessed grades are determined fairly, consistently, free from bias and effectively within and across subjects.



To ensure the operation of effective processes with clear guidelines and
support for staff: no individual teacher will work in isolation or be solely
responsible for any teacher assessed grade awarded at Beacon High.



To ensure that all staff involved in the processes clearly understand
their roles and responsibilities.

STUDENT REPORT - YEAR 8 GARDENING TRIP



To support teachers to make evidence-based decisions in line with Joint
Council for Qualifications guidance that are fair, consistent and objective
and take into account different types of student evidence.

On Tuesday afternoon six Year 8 students
went on a garding trip to the Tufnell Park
Plant Nursery, which is a short walk from the
school. When we got there we were given a
tour before splitting into two groups to do
some work. One group pulled up some old
broccoli plants to make space to plant some
new crops. The other group dug out a compost bin, sifting the compost and then they added it
to the soil in preparation
for planting seeds. We
learnt
about
compost,
that worms come in all
shapes and sizes and that
they have to live under the
soil because the sun is not
good for
them!



To ensure the consideration of historical centre data, including the
changing cohort profile and outcomes, in the process, and the appropriate decision making in respect of, teacher assessed grades.



To support a high standard of internal quality assurance in the allocation
of teacher assessed grades through a shared timeline of directed time
meetings and support periods.



To support our centre in meeting its obligations in relation to equality
legislation.



To ensure our centre meets all requirements set out by the Department
of Education, Ofqual, the Joint Council for Qualifications and awarding
organisations for Summer 2021 qualifications.



To ensure the process for communicating to candidates and their parents/carers how they will be assessed is clear, in order to give confidence in the awarded grades.

Danny
and
Bobby
(Year 8)

Have your contact details changed recently? Or does your child have a medical
condition we do not know about? Please let the office staff know as soon as
you can by emailing: postbox@beacon.org

